
A case for 
automation 
and AI.



Never read a bad 
resume again.



AI Search, Match & Ranking | Skill Extraction | 
Skill Recommendations | Neural Parsing | Salary 

Recommendations | GitHub Code Extraction |
Portfolio Extraction | Web Candidate/Database 
Checker | ATS | Email/Database Interrogation 
Commands (search, match and rank directly 

from your inbox) and more.



Use cases for Job Boards

Neural parsing 

Skill extraction & recommendation

One click profile

Match candidate to candidates 

Match job to candidate

Match candidates to jobs 

Rank technical candidates

Salary recommendations based on CV upload





Keywords vs distances





Neural Parsing Skill Extraction & 

Recommendation
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Recruiting with the 
help of less intelligent 

(yet helpful) 
algorithms

What we‘ve learned from a year with our

chatbot at Deutsche Telekom  AG



A primer on chat(bots) 
and automation





A Chatbot is:

- A software that enables a dialog 

between a human and a computer

- A tool that lives on instant 

messaging platforms such as 

Facebook Messenger

- A program based on natural 

language processing (NLP) 

What it is not:

- The almighty solution

- Pretending to be a human 

being



Initial thoughts when we started 
with the chatbot 

CANDIDATE EXPERIENCE: A quick process of finding the relevant jobs 
(instead of browsing all)

BRANDING: An engaging candidate experience for us as a digital 
company

RECRUITING: Allowing basic pre-screening functionalities

TALENT MANAGEMENT: Being able to re-engange with talents even if 
they didn‘t apply

DIGITIZATION: Automating the process of answering manually 
redudant questions



Our candidate journey



Candidates are guided from our 
website directly to the „hubbot“ 
on Facebook messenger to

- Browse jobs
- Learn more about our work 

culture
- Ask specific questions
- And apply



This is how it looks like





Our observations so far



- Jobseekers engage with the hubbot mostly 
outside of our working hours (62%)

- Candidates have a lot ot questions we didn‘t 
expect

- People love extracting information from 
algorithms

- You can be human and still use a chatbot



Salary 27%

Job specifics 24%

Hub:raum and our portfolio companies 20%

Recruiting process 11%

Work culture and office environment 9%

Chatbot related 7%

General questions 2%



Things to consider 
before implementing a 
chatbot



- Give your chatbot a personality that reflects 
your company

- Spend time infusing the chatbot with 
relevant information and answering 
questions

- Make use of re-engaging mechanisms to 
reach out to talent who have not yet applied

- Integrate it in your overall candidate 
processes and communications



Thank you

andreea@opening.io
anna@frauott.com


